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Project
Goals 

Curate the collection in a way that makes it 
meaningful to end-users.

Create research materials around the collection (research 
the collection, people, events, etc.) and make it available 
to end-users online.

Find additional materials to augment the collection
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Our Curation Process

Initial Exploration + 
Research

Development + 
Securing Materials

Design +
Finalizing content
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Initial 
Exploration + 
Research
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Communication + 
Workflow

Used shared documents 
to keep track of 
progress 
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Command of 
the Material ● Absorbing content of  42x hours of 

interviews 
● Becoming “experts” and absorbing 

information and context to present 
oral history narrative accurately and 
effectively (authoritatively)

Challenges

● divide the campaigns presented in 7 
book chapters(presented in 6/7 
chapters) among the four team 
members 

● together we able to identify and 
highlight the significant events and 
locations related to the collection

Our initial challenge was to gain 
sufficient command of the 
historical material, contexts and 
perspectives that would give us 
an authoritative voice, enabling 
us to select and organize the 
information.

Solutions
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Development 
+ Securing 
Materials

Curatorial Team
Curate the collection in a way that makes 
it meaningful to end-users.  

Create research materials around the 
collection (research 

Find additional materials to augment the 
collection
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DEFINING 
SCOPE

1. Campaign for Integrated Housing
2. Demonstrations @ Downstate 

Medical Center
3. Woolworth’s Sympathy Strike
4. Operation Cleansweep
5. Ebinger’s Bakery Boycott
6. Bibuld vs the Board of Education 

Key Campaigns
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Copyright 

To address this, we included all tapes recorded after  2000 recordings 
in the exhibit and were able to include earlier recordings by using clips 
that met Fair Use Guidelines 

The collection contained interviews recorded in different years,  without 
consistent releases 
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Design +
Finalizing 
Content 
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Images
Limited use of 
available digital 
images

Bob Adelman

Getty Images

Library of Congress

Museum of the City of 
New York
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Images
Identified 
images at BPL 
to be digitized
We found images of flyers 
used by Brooklyn CORE, 
photographs of their 
campaigns, and articles 
which illuminated how 
they were discussed in the 
media.
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A Brooklyn  CORE Map Designing an interactive map as an entry point allows 
us to ensure the narratives told in this collection also 
require an awareness of where they happened.
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Building 
the Map

https://storymap.knightlab.com/
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powerpoint

mapbox

https://storymap.knightlab.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/studio/styles/miasolo/cj1r3vsdu00052snwkkam3fyn/edit/
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Further 
Developments

Secure rights to release full 
interviews that are digitized1
Photo Gallery2

Expand interactive map3
Digitize additional materials from 
Civil Rights in Brooklyn Collection4

LibGuide5
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Thank you!


